Muslim doctors servicing Muslim students

By Sister Willia X
Temple No. 26

Muhammad University of Islam No. 26 recently held a day of physical examinations for its new and returning students, which was staffed by the Temples’ own Muslim doctors and nurses.

Doctors Jon X. and Reginald X., along with nurses Elvora 2X and Patricia 6X, transformed three classrooms into well-equipped and immaculately clean examination rooms, responding clearly to Messenger Muhammad’s plea to “Do for Self.”

The all-Muslim staff conducted complete and thorough medical examinations for more than 250 students swiftly, efficiently, and ordiantly, while proud parents enjoyed delicious Muslim-prepared dinners that were being served in the Temple’s dining area.

Brother Director Maxie S. X. noted that not only were the parents saving money by having their children examined at the Temple, but they could also rest assured that their children were being given specialized and concerned medical attention by their own kind.

It was interesting to note that there was not the usual fear and apprehension that often accompanies children awaiting a doctor’s visit. Instead, from snatches of conversation there could be heard such statements as—“that’s a Black Muslim doctor in there, his shots don’t hurt; or, I told you Muslims could be doctors, I’m going to be one too!”

Among the older students there was a general air of satisfaction, pride and determination as they walked swiftly to be examined by their own doctors.

All praises are due to Allah for the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, who has been urging us to help him help us “Do for Self.” He has said that proportionately we are among the most educated and skilled people on the earth.

If we would pool our resources together and use the skills that the slavemaster has allowed us to acquire, we would most certainly be an independent nation overnight.

The Muslims who are following the Honorable Elijah Muhammad and applying his teachings are astounding the Black communities and observers nationwide with their unity, progress, and success in doing for Self. Up you Mighty Nation, you can accomplish what you will.

14,000 attend New York Rally for Muhammad

By Sterling X
(Special to Muhammad Speaks)

NEW YORK—Despite the first televised live football game of the 1973 season, 14,000 Black people came to Downing Stadium on Randall’s Island to hear the Honorable Elijah Muhammad’s National Representative Minister Louis Farrakhan’s address on “Islam, the Survival for the Black Man.”

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES Rangel was on the speakers’ rostrum along with the assistant to Manhattan Borough President Percy Sutton.

Congressman Rangel said, “Some fool asked me why I was going to a Muslim Rally.” The fool, he said, “made me think. And after thinking about the schools, businesses and positive things the Honorable Elijah Muhammad has brought to the community, I had to ask why this fool and all other Blacks were not coming to the rally.”

The sun shone exceptionally bright, though the weatherman had predicted rain. However, Minister Louis Farrakhan said, “I guarantee you it will not rain until we are finished and you are safely in your homes.”

Evidently Minister Farrakhan knew more about the subject than the “weathermen” because the sunshine continued throughout what was a beautiful day.

With honor, the Universal Flag of the Nation of Islam—Sun, Moon and Star—rippled from every post in the mild September wind.

MINISTER LARRY X of Long Island thanked the Fruit of Islam for their “enlisting work” to make the historic event successful. Minister Larry’s favorite words of “men make things happen” were a driving force for the F.O.I. who labored sometimes around the clock distributing circulars and placing up posters announcing the rally.

Among them, Lt. Elias Muhammad, an aide to Captain Yusuf Shah, spent four sleepless nights in directing the F.O.I.

Prisoners from a New York
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